ABIGAIL MOYER

 I graduated in 2006 with my BSCE (with an emphasis in Structures)
 I was a two term President of CESAC during my junior/senior years; I was involved in
a number of other various campus organizations
 I almost quit engineering school my sophomore year - best decision I ever made was
to "stick it out for one more semester" -- that semester, I fell in love with moment
diagrams & schedule float calculations!! I was hooked.
 I grew up in a small town in Ohio -- outside of Columbus, population 13k. I'm a small
town girl turned world traveler -- I was never the smartest or the quickest to catch
on & didn't graduate at the top of my class -- I attribute where I am to a lot of hard
work, some stubbornness, a Purdue engineering degree, a recruiter at ExxonMobil
that took a chance, a little luck -- and the support of my parents & sisters, dear
friends, and undeserved blessings from the good Lord!!
 I worked for Target post-graduation for a little more than a year. Awesome
company, but I decided that I'd rather shop at Target stores, than build them. I
wanted to stick with Construction, just not with building Target stores over & over -- and my options at
Target were limited because of that. I now work for EM's Development Company -- we develop mega
projects (billions-with-a-B-dollars-a-pop mega!) globally! I don't do traditional engineering work, rather I
supervise a team of (40) Planning & Project Controls Engineers/Leads and Business Managers -- we support
all things cost & schedule on our mega development projects throughout the Middle East and Australia. My
teams and I also dabble in contracting, procurement, contractor management, change management,
external interface management (with government & investor partners), etc. as part of broader Project
Management teams.
 A global company & mega projects afford opportunities to travel & live abroad.... I've traveled over a half of
a million miles, have spent extensive time in Australia, lived in Tokyo, and have traveled repeatedly to the
Pacific island nation, Papua New Guinea (where!?) -- and to Europe, the Middle East, Asia, and Africa.
 Outside of work, my interests include snow skiing, photography, cooking (not baking!), running, and
traveling
 Fun fact: I have lived north of I-94 and south of I-10 and in all four hemispheres

